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Introduction
American associations in the 21st century have in large part been defined by the need to respond to an increasingly 

global economy. Countries that are modernizing their industries look to associations for opportunities for training, 

education, and networking. Meanwhile, companies and professionals who had long considered themselves to be 

U.S.-centric have seen opportunities for growth outside of America’s borders, and they look to the associations repre-

senting their industries for guidance and support when they enter new markets.

This increased attention to global strategy is a relatively new one in the history of associations, and as such, many 

associations face multiple challenges in terms of setting strategy, finding champions in their community of stake-

holders, and implementing a long-term growth plan. Models for success are numerous, but they have often been 

anecdotal, with strategies perhaps applicable to a small swath of the association community but not the larger one. 

This report on global strategy represents the second year of an ongoing effort to provide a common roadmap for 

associations as they plan, execute, or refine their global efforts. The ASAE Foundation and MCI Group, a global 

network of 62 offices in 32 countries providing market development services and conference management, joined 

forces to study processes and strategies of how associations are operating globally. MCI provided partial funding to 

support the research and participated with ASAE staff in developing the research plan, interpreting research findings, 

and preparing reports. MCI also served in an advisory capacity on the overall multi-year research initiative, along with 

the Global Management Series Advisory Group.

The first product of that collaboration, published in August 2014, was the report Achieving Global Growth: 

Establishing & Maintaining Global Markets. Based on a study of 330 associations’ global efforts conducted in April 

2013, it identified some of the distinguishing marks of “growers”—that is, associations that experienced increased 

global membership or increased revenue from products and services outside of North America over the previous three 

years. According to the findings, growers

❚❚ Dedicate commitment and effort to achieve better global growth

❚❚ Introduce a variety of relevant products and services to promote engagement among global audiences

❚❚ Integrate global and local operations to sustain business activity

❚❚ Secure partnerships that open market access and improve local capacity

❚❚ Consider opportunities in emerging markets

These are discussed in more detail in “Summary of Phase I Findings” on page 9.

How do associations build strategies around these practices? What are the potential roadblocks? What’s required in 

terms of research, governance, member relations, and more to achieve global growth? This report summarizes the 

answers we received when we put those questions to a diverse group of association leaders. In a series of focus 
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groups conducted in Chicago, Washington, D.C., and via conference call in late 2014 and early 2015, we asked a 

series of questions related to associations’ global efforts. 

Our goals in conducting the focus groups were twofold. First, we thought it imperative to gain a richer understanding 

of how organizations determine their strategy and direction relative to the conclusions of Phase I. Second, we wanted 

to more deeply explore strategy, understanding what tools associations use to cultivate new markets and what 

decision-making processes support those selections. The focus group structure allowed us to explore these questions 

in depth and probe particular responses for more detail. In addition, the presence of other participants in the same 

room (or on the same phone call) routinely inspired participants to share experiences they might not have shared in 

one-on-one interviews or surveys.

The lessons learned from this series of focus groups give a newfound clarity to the challenges of achieving global 

growth—and the tools that can help associations achieve it. This work is ongoing. Together, the ASAE Foundation and 

MCI Group will continue their multiyear, multiphase initiative to gain a better understanding of U.S. associations’ global 

strategic approach and operating environment. The findings of this phase leave us excited about the potential growth 

for all associations, large or small, particularly those that feel their American roots may preclude them from global 

expansion.

Also included at the end of this report is the “Special Focus on China,” which examines the operational decisions 

made by and available to associations working in that country. China was selected for this report because, as we 

found in the Phase I research, it is perceived as offering the greatest opportunity for associations—57 percent of 

growers and 47 percent of non-growers anticipated their greatest growth in the coming years would occur in China. 

This part of the report was crafted from interviews with 40 association leaders and covers topics including strategic 

planning, operational decisions, and cultural issues. “Special Focus on China” offers sound advice and ideas for both 

associations considering China as a market and those already operating there.

We wish to thank all of the association executives who have participated in the focus groups and interviews, as well as 

the key stakeholders who are facilitating this work, particularly the Global Management Series Advisory Group. Thanks 

also to the external consultants who have shared their expertise in continuing this work.
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PART 1 

Key Considerations for 
Entering New Markets  
and Achieving Success
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A Few Words about Methodology
The research for Phase II is intended as a “deep dive” into some of the themes discussed in Achieving Global Growth. 

To that end, this report reflects qualitative research via focus groups, mostly conducted face-to-face. 

A total of seven focus groups with 24 total participants were held: four in Washington, D.C. in October and 

December 2014 and two in Chicago in October 2014. In addition, a virtual focus group was held in January 2015 to 

accommodate those who wished to participate but were not able to attend the scheduled in-person focus groups. 

Each focus group was 90 minutes in length and included three to seven participants.

Attendees were selected based on their responses to the survey administered in April 2013 to U.S.-based associa-

tions with a national or global scope and at least one staff with current ASAE membership. At the start of each focus 

group, participants were presented with an infographic drawn from Achieving Global Growth. The discussion leader 

asked each group questions on strategy, partnerships, risk management, innovation, identifying potential markets, 

research, and culture. 

The majority of participants were chief executives of their organizations, though chief global officers were also 

included. In terms of association type, the breakdown of focus group participants was similar to that of ASAE’s 

membership with slightly more professional societies represented in the group than trade associations. The focus 

groups also included a larger proportion of organizations with large budgets—two thirds of the participants have 

budgets of $10 million and higher, a group that comprises only 17 percent of ASAE membership. 

One may conclude that many of the organizations who participated are more comfortable making a sizable initial 

investment in global operations, and operating at a loss for a time, than smaller associations might be. But while 

budget size may place a barrier in terms of scope of global operations, a small budget size need not be a barrier to 

global operations. For instance, one trade association with a budget between $1 and $5 million, has 2,500 members 

in 186 countries according to its CEO. As he put it, “We’re trying to be more globally focused because our members 

want us to be.”
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Summary of First-Year Study Findings

Achieving Global Growth, the report on the Phase I research, identified identified specific practices that 

differentiated associations experiencing international growth in membership and/or revenue from associations that 

were not growing abroad. While the complete findings and recommendations can be found in that report, several 

key takeaways are highlighted below.

1. International member and product growth are increasingly essential to financial health. “Growers” 

were more likely to highlight the importance of international efforts and more likely to reap the benefits of the 

investment: They received revenue from membership and product sales at substantially higher rates than 

non-growers.

2. Growers introduce products into international markets much more frequently. The product and services 

mix of growers is broad, including networking opportunities, conferences and conventions, in-person and 

online professional development, certification, publications, and more. Growers uniformly provided these 

offerings at higher rates than non-growers.

3. Growers conduct international meetings, conferences, and face-to-face training at substantially higher 

rates than non-growers. In-person events are effective for establishing a foothold in international markets, and 

growers do this in a variety of ways—via conferences, tradeshows, and board meetings.

4. More proactive global outreach activities and practices lead to better financial growth. Among those 

proactive activities are establishing a local presence through regional offices; dedicated headquarters staff; and 

governance practices that include non-North Americans in volunteer leadership roles.

5. Strategic partnerships are vital for global expansion and sustaining growth. Growers recognize that they 

can’t go it alone. Effective global associations use partnerships to establish their own programs and services, 

as well as legitimacy, in new countries. Among the goals that partnerships can help associations achieve are 

connections to government; marketing, sales, and customer service in local language; knowledge of local 

markets; ability to conduct local business and communications; and expansion of product offerings. Such 

partnerships are diverse, comprising relationships with government, third parties, and associations in similar 

industries.
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Phase II Focus Group Findings

A Start that Sticks: 
Motivations, Organizational Commitment, and Strategy Setting

Organizations that enjoy global growth are diverse—they range from small scientific societies to robust trade associa-

tions. Yet the story they tell about their global growth is remarkably similar. The association starts to receive some 

attention from outside of North America, be it from a particular country or group of countries, for membership or a 

particular product. The association serves this relatively small constituency until the demand for more services—

meetings, membership discounts, etc.—prompts the association to make a more formal plan. In addition to this, 

participants said, the association recognizes that there is a potential untapped market in a particular country that 

demands more investigation. Early on, this recognition is often anecdotal: a relationship that a board member or other 

key stakeholder has in a particular country, or conversations with a foreign delegation at a meeting.

Decisions about taking the next step, participants agreed, requires a clear vision about the strategy for the country 

or countries the association will enter. The association leadership should decide up front the investment that will be 

made, where, how much, and for how long (three- to five-year plans are typical). In addition to the investment itself, 

the association must articulate what particular services it will provide; membership, for instance, may be effective in 

some countries for some industries, but the association membership model is not universally embraced. Another 

element of strategy-setting is establishing whether the investment will have a profitability target or is “altruistic,” serving 

to expand awareness of and esteem for the association’s industry at a financial break-even point or tolerable loss. 

One trade association CEO in the audiovisual industry explained the planning process for entering new markets this 

way: “When we enter a market, our easiest entry point is to start a tradeshow there. It’s going to be determined by 

the opportunities of the marketplace for the manufacturers, exhibitors. It’s going to be a commercial decision. Can we 

support a show in Mumbai? Can we support a show in Sao Paulo? Now, we don’t just decide this week that we’re 

going to do a show next month. That process will take sometimes two to three years of targeting any marketplace 

to say, ‘This is a market.’” Another executive in the produce industry expressed a similar focus: “When we go to a 

country or region, we want to make sure, number one, we can deliver local value,” he says. “That if there are some 

assets that will support the organization, can help, that the local organization or industry can do themselves. Number 

two, we look pretty closely at sustainability with the financial model.”

The focus group participants stressed the importance of getting buy-in from staff and volunteers when developing 

a global strategy. Achieving Global Growth established a strong distinction between “growers” that recognize the 

importance of global membership and product growth, and those that didn’t: 62 percent of growers stated that it 

was important or very important, compared to just 31 percent of non-growers. An essential part of that recognition 

is conveying the importance to key stakeholders—and preparing to address criticism of a global strategy from those 

stakeholders.
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Change can unsettle volunteers and members, and some stakeholders may find certain aspects of globalization 

threatening. For example, stakeholders may feel that their association is putting the interests of members or customers 

in other countries ahead of their own, or that in going global, the association is supporting competitors for North 

American members’ business. One leader of a standards-setting organization faced concern about creating increased 

competition from a member who said, “If we teach them about our standards, they’ll just come into our market.” 

Others might express concern about whether the global strategy reflects appropriate stewardship of the association’s 

finances: A global effort requires a substantial commitment of time and resources, with little expectation of profit in 

the early years of an effort. Should the association have a variation of the word “America” in its name, support may be 

even harder to find, because the U.S. headquarters may be intimately connected to the association’s identity. “It’s a 

big A,” as one association leader put it.

Communication with board members in advance of global efforts is essential to debunk the notion that, as one leader 

put it, “we’re taking money from our Peoria member and allocating it to Pretoria.” For associations that are already 

pursuing a global strategy, showing the growth figures in particular countries is useful, especially if the figures show 

increased revenue for U.S. activities. “What we have typically done in this case is… prove that our international growth 

is… actually subsidizing some of the activities in the U.S.” Even if numbers specific to the association do not yet exist, 

estimates on the size of the potential market can help turn around skeptics. “That’s almost the first conversation to 

have,” one participant said. 

Champions on the board are essential to this process, partly because they will be the stakeholders who will sign off 

on the global initiative (particularly if it involves a substantial investment), but also because they are best positioned 

to promote the initiative to current members and partners, as well as to potential ones around the world. The CEO of 

the audiovisual trade association, for instance, garnered board support by bringing board members to international 

events—and scheduling meetings with industry leaders there, down to the hour. “What that’s done is in the early 

stages, is it turned the [tradeshow] from being a line item on the budget to something real and gained support from 

the board for the shows,” he says. “What it’s doing now is it’s turning the marketplace participants into real people.” 

Some participants have globalized their boards or used regional boards around the world for consultation purposes. 

But transforming or creating boards can be a slow process that may require a change in the bylaws, and it is not a 

uniformly pursued strategy.

One executive at a medical society recalled that he successfully promoted his association’s global strategy by 

changing the terms of the challenge. “It’s not a decision to be global,” one executive said. “It’s a decision to not be.” 

That is to say, its industry was already global—practitioners were around the world and eager for education and 

credentials. To not pursue a global strategy would be to deliberately neglect that potential for growth.

But how do you measure ROI for an initiative that may not be profitable for years? Associations in the early stages 

typically look for growth patterns outside of revenue: numbers of people attending an event or education session, 

numbers of delegations attending the North American meeting, web traffic, memberships. Another approach focuses 

on ground gained by the industry rather than the individual association: “Our metric for success isn’t how many 

members, publications, or people,” one participant says, “It’s what we can do to help our members sell product in 

those countries.”

Solid strategy includes not just a plan for launching and evaluating initiatives but also for sunsetting them when they 

prove ineffective. Many associations have piloted meetings in particular regions and canceled them as the audience 

(or sometimes the political atmosphere) changed. As one participant put it: “Fire single shots before you fire a 

cannonball.”

As the head of an engineering society explained, “We tried to build in trigger points with the business plan as to when 

“It’s not a decision 

to be global. It’s a 

decision to not be.”
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we’re going to do the evaluation, what kind of criteria we’re looking at and if we don’t get this resolved, then we’re 

going to walk away from it.” Stakeholders may request a further commitment regardless, but such considerations 

always return to a central question: “Those funds that are invested or the time that’s invested, do we believe that we 

have an alternative that we should be pursuing?”

Know the Market, Know the Customer: 
The Importance of Research

If the key to building a global strategy is a clear vision, that vision must be formed through research. A thorough 

investigation of a country or region—not just its demographics as it relates to the association’s industry but the stated 

needs of potential members/customers’ on the ground—is an essential first step in establishing the potential value of 

entering a new market. Participants consulted available information about each country in planning their efforts; World 

Bank data on wages, for instance, is commonly used to help to establish pricing for membership, tradeshow fees, and 

other products. But such off-the-shelf information can have limited utility when it comes to understanding the climate 

of an association’s particular industry. For that, association leaders emphasized customized research, conducted 

either internally or through third-party consultants. 

One association constructed a criteria-based tool to evaluate countries it was considering for expansion. Among the 

criteria considered were the nature of the economy and the size of the profession in that market. “Some of these are 

estimates, guestimates, third-party, best judgment,” the participant said. “It’s helped us created more data-driven-type 

decisions than ‘Let’s invest in Brazil,’” he says. Another created a “fit matrix” of about a dozen parameters, each rated 

on a scale of one to five, to assess a country’s potential. Such efforts become important in persuading a board to 

invest association funds in a new country—especially when it may be years before it reaps financial benefits.

One important research question is the attitude toward membership versus product. As one medical society leader 

said, “If we try to go in there and we say we’re going to try to sell a bunch of memberships and there’s a country 

that membership doesn’t mean that much, then that’s not going to be good.” Research about attitudes toward 

membership in particular countries can help associations make a decision about selling memberships before diving in. 

But numbers alone won’t provide a yes or no answer; the association also needs to consult with people who are in 

the industry to better grasp what kind of relationship is appealing to people there. One association’s efforts to make 

inroads in certain Asian countries that the data suggested were industry growth markets proved to be a “terrible waste 

of money.” Said the participant, “What we found after a couple of years was the better approach was to talk to your 

local members and find out where there’s more receptivity to the association coming in.”

Because associations tend to focus on niche industries, relevant data likely does not exist outside of the associa-

tion’s own efforts to discover it. “We get killed on this,” one trade association CEO said. “I don’t know another 

association that’s like us on the globe. There is no data.” Asking questions unique to the association’s industry in each 

country, then, is a critical first step. To that end, data-gathering is most effectively paired with face-to-face meetings 

with potential partners in the countries where an association is looking to engage. One potential benefit of working 

with international consultants, according to participants, is that they already have relationships with leaders in these 

countries and may be able to help broker relationships.

“What we found after 

a couple of years was 

the better approach 

was to talk to your 

local members and 

find out where there’s 

more receptivity 

to the association 

coming in.”
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Right Competencies, Right Capacity, Right Results: 
The Importance of Partnerships

Achieving Global Growth identified the value of establishing partnerships while expanding globally, be it with similar 

organizations, government agencies, or companies that can facilitate meetings. Indeed, it was typical for participants 

to connect with potential partners in the early stages of their global strategy to gain access to professionals in the 

industry. Analogous associations might co-sponsor an event. In countries where such an organization does not exist, 

a leading stakeholder in the industry might help establish a chapter, or agree to deliver education toward a credential. 

That agreement on the importance of partnerships, however, belies how difficult it can be to find and establish effective 

partnerships.

Organizations in the early stages of global growth make some common early mistakes with partnerships, according 

to focus group participants. They establish toothless “memoranda of understanding;” they spend time pursuing 

relationships with people and organizations that prove not to be well-connected to potential customers or relevant 

government agencies; they cede too much to the partner; they develop partnerships that risk alienating other potential 

partners in the same country. 

Several steps can be taken to limit potential mistakes. Partnerships should be established with a clear understanding 

of what both partners need to get out of the relationship. In one case, for instance, an association that was pursuing 

educational activities in a country with a low GDP was able to establish a sponsorship arrangement to defray costs. 

A cultural liaison in a country, be it a third-party consultant or an expert in the field, can be essential for identifying 

potential partners. This is particularly true in China, participants said, where identifying the prime movers in a particular 

country can be difficult.

Any such arrangement should be documented, clearly establishing the roles of each side and how, for instance, 

revenue from an event will be handled. “We have learned to be crystal clear and to put everything in writing,” says an 

executive at a medical society, “Here is what we’re going to do. Here is what you’re going to do. Here is how we are 

going to split or not split or whatever. We do that ahead of time. We get them to sign off on before we start making 

any major investment.” Exclusivity should be avoided, especially in the early phases of the partnership. “I would not 

give anybody any type of exclusivity in the relationship at the outset,” one says. “It would be, ‘No, you can’t be the 

exclusive distributor of our training. No, you can’t. We’d like to work with you but no, we won’t.’”

Though many participants stressed that “not one size fits all” when it comes to partners in different countries, 

consistency in documentation and arrangements with partners matters, both from a management relationship and a 

negotiating position. “You’ve got to be consistent in terms of how you approach the international partners because if 

you’ve had a different contractual relationship with multiple partners you will be held accountable in terms of why,” said 

one trade association executive. 

Mission and Margin:  
Selecting Products and Services

Whether the motive for entering a country is profit or altruism, associations must make a decision about what kinds 

of products and services they will offer—and how much membership can or should be part of that mix. (See “What’s 

Your Go-To Market Strategy?” on page 16.) Generally speaking, the challenge for focus group participants was 

less about inventing new products for new markets than it was understanding how to tailor them. When talking about 

“We have learned to 

be crystal clear and 

to put everything in 

writing.”
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innovations for new markets, participants tended to define “innovation” as a willingness to experiment with how 

products are presented and marketed. “We don’t do anything specific to a market,” one participant said. “We do it 

on a global basis for the profession and then we adjust it to some extent given the flexibility and the local flavor in a 

different market.” 

“We’re trying to create some facsimile of the member networking opportunity that people take for granted over here 

and put it into the market,” said another. “For us the innovation is really all about how we can [offer the same opportu-

nities] effectively in a different market.”

One medical association, for instance, has succeeded by presenting a “best of” of its North American annual meeting 

presentations, tailored to the particular needs of practitioners in that country. Another manufacturing trade association 

promotes an advanced training program overseas; it is expensive because it requires a U.S. trainer, but serves a 

train-the-trainer purpose that allows those countries to perform those education roles themselves over time. “We are 

interested in building that part of our business using foreign nationals as instructors…. People in Europe to teach in 

Europe and people in India to teach in India and so forth,” says the CEO.

Regardless of the particular plan an association pursues, a chief consideration is protecting the association’s brand. 

That means safeguarding concrete and visible intellectual property—logos, marketing materials, credentialing exams, 

and other association-created products—but it also means maintaining the association’s reputation. Entering a 

new country, participants agreed, involves some degree of reputation management, i.e., presenting the U.S.-based 

association and its offerings as the leading source of information and expertise on a topic. Missteps in establishing a 

global presence can erode this status.

For instance, a membership association that delivered credentialing examinations discovered that its computerized 

tests had been plagiarized in Asia. As the association executive explained, repairing the problem cost “several million 

dollars installing plagiarism detection software, hiring a staff to read the results of what that software kicked out…. 

We had to kick out a bunch of students along the way that we caught. We had a tough year or so with people 

complaining.” The association determined that expenditure was essential for preserving the association’s reputation 

and the credibility of its education. The lesson learned is that different countries have different perspectives on matters 

of branding and copyright. “They didn’t understand our copyright culture,” the executive said.

Participants said they prefer to maintain their U.S. pricing levels for products and membership. Though research might 

suggest some countries have smaller GDPs and overall less purchasing power, leaders have found that individual 

practitioners within an industry are often capable of paying the U.S. rate, and that higher pricing can increase the 

esteem of an organization. However, in countries where the association is in high demand but incomes are significantly 

lower (such as in parts of Africa and Asia), some associations have lowered their prices. 

Avoiding Rude Surprises:  
Risk Management

Every new initiative an association undertakes is marked by a degree of risk, but that can be more pronounced with 

global efforts, which can consume a greater share of time and resources. For many focus group participants, the 

first steps of risk management involve establishing clear time horizons for a global effort (typically three to five years, 

as mentioned previously), limits on the amount of the investment, and specific goals that are adhered to throughout 

the early investment phase. The CEO of one professional association in the insurance industry claims 12 percent of 

its membership from outside of North America, focusing on a membership model. But that effort is pursued absent 

“For us the innovation 

is really all about how 

we can [offer the 

same opportunities] 

effectively in a 

different market.”
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concerns about profit; the focus is promoting its industry globally. “We don’t actually often talk about revenue,” he 

says.

“If you don’t have a tolerance for risk, then don’t go global,” one participant said. In most cases associations 

established their comfort level with risk by establishing clarity on key elements of their efforts. The head of one medical 

society established clear contracts, “making sure everything is crystal clear and in writing,” she says. “That doesn’t 

mean something is not going to happen, but you try to minimize it by having expectations and responsibilities clearly 

laid out.”

Associations can mitigate the risk of partnerships foundering by establishing win-win terms. The head of one 

association summarized its contracts for overseas meetings thus: “These are the things you’re going to keep the 

money for and these are the expenses you’re going to pay for. These are the things we’re going to keep the money for 

in the U.S. and these are the things we’re going to pay for.”

Risk management involves more than financial and legal concerns, however. Numerous participants stressed the 

importance of the integrity of the association’s brand and reputation—the erosion of both of those things can hobble 

the effort to make inroads in a country. “The protection of the brand is paramount,” one trade association CEO said. 

“Our products will come and go, certifications may come and go. Our long-term [strategy] is the brand protection—

that we at all costs protect the brand. That means that we go after organizations that steal our intellectual property 

with unyielding power.”

Said another executive: “You have to have your brand promise locked in place before you can go out to the market 

and tell the world how fabulous you are. Because if you can’t deliver what you say you are going to deliver, it’s just 

simply not going to work.”

A Challenge to Strategy and Process:  
Why Culture Matters

Different countries have different styles of doing business, and stakeholders in different countries, even in the same 

industry, will have different needs from an association. Focus group participants agreed that while uncovering cultural 

differences can take time, they are key to unlocking the products and services that will be most worthwhile and 

profitable to participants. “I realized my best source for learning about the cultures were my members themselves,” 

one participant said.

That said, members alone—be they in an association’s home country or a region where an association wants to 

expand—aren’t the sole resource for understanding culture. Business managers in an association’s industry, univer-

sities, and government leaders matter as well, particularly since it is those entities that will facilitate an association’s 

entry there and, more practically, often cover the costs of a member or customer’s engagement with the association.

Meeting members or participants in the association’s industry on their own turf is one key to understanding the 

market, especially for board members who will need to sign off on the strategy. That often requires learning about 

the ways business is conducted in that market and setting aside typically American attitudes about doing business. 

Regarding China, for instance, one participant said, “Business, we know, is all about relationships anywhere, but in 

China, it’s relationships on steroids. If you’re going to go in with that gun-slinging American approach, it won’t work.”

Numerous participants noted that in some countries, such as China or India, local representatives prefer to interact 
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with the head of the association; indeed, sending a lower-level ambassador to an important meeting may even give 

offense. One association makes sure a board member attends every major meeting around the world: “We’ve got a 

little bit more proactive in scheduling it so that we ensure that we have somebody coming to our show in Mumbai as 

well rather than having four officers in Amsterdam, so that we have somebody coming to our show in Colombia or in 

Mexico City, so that we have officer representation at all of our international shows or most of our international shows 

now.”

Culture is not necessarily a regional issue. Israel and South Africa, for instance, have business cultures that more 

closely resemble Europe than the Middle East or Africa. Subcultures are important to recognize, though, even if the 

national or regional culture seems familiar. As one participant said of making connections in Spain, “There’s not a 

European culture. There’s a Spanish culture—that’s different.”

More universally, though, there are certain questions that each of the executives have considered in every country:

❚❚ Who will potential partners need to meet with to establish a connection? A senior staff member or 

contracted liaison may be appropriate in some cases; in others, only the CEO and board president is.

❚❚ What are the translation needs? For some medical and scientific groups, English is the lingua franca, but 

other associations may need to pursue translation for some communications.

❚❚ What is the pace of doing business? In some countries, establishing contractual relationships happens 

quickly. In others it may require multiple meetings and introductions to numerous stakeholders before 

potential partners are ready to formalize an agreement.

❚❚ What is the attitude toward intellectual property? In some countries, China most notably, copyright is 

not policed as firmly as it is throughout the West. Books and journals are routinely translated without 

What’s Your Go-To Market Strategy?

In the United States, the membership model prevails. Associations that provide a credential rely on dues from 

people committed to receiving the continuing education credits that allow them to retain their certification. 

Tradeshow attendance fees are structured to provide a discount for member attendees, and are also opportunities 

to market a range of members-only products and services.

There is no guarantee that this value proposition is appealing or financially viable outside of North America. In 

some countries, the concept of membership is unpopular, or, in places like China, considered exclusively in terms 

of political party membership. Participants in the focus groups recognize this distinction and have generally 

chosen to lead with products and services to promote the association and its industry in other countries. But as 

a first step, associations perform due diligence on whether each country might embrace a membership model. 

“In each country of course, the needs are different so that’s kind of where we start. And then we of course look at 

what the climate is over there,” says the CEO of one medical society. “What are the politics? How is this going to 

work? ….Memberships are important in some countries. They’re not important at all in other countries. Content is 

just as important.”

“We’re not going to enter China through the membership door,” said the CEO of a membership organization in 

the management industry. “We’re going to enter China through the event and certifications door.” Numerous 

participants cited the importance of meetings as a revenue source, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region.

This is not to say that membership is irrelevant, of course. The distinction is that association leaders are more 

likely to see membership in foreign countries as a symbol of market penetration and meeting mission than a profit 

center. “Membership, although not a revenue source, is an impact metric, and the greater the impact the greater 

the achievement of our goal,” says the CEO of a communications association. 
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permission; exams, if an association presents them, may be as well. An association should be familiar with 

this landscape, particularly if it intends to make credentialing part of its strategy.

❚❚ How do communication styles differ? What many Americans might interpret as aloofness or disinterest 

in difficult discussion is more likely a matter of a cultural norm that criticism isn’t delivered openly. Some 

focus groups mentioned that these misunderstandings often made relationships less concrete that they 

initially believed. Understanding how some cultures express disagreement is essential for candid conver-

sations about business.

❚❚ What is the legal landscape? The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act governs how Americans conducts 

business outside the United States, particularly regarding bribery—or activity that might be perceived as 

bribery. Local rules govern establishing an office or hiring staff in foreign countries; different taxation rules 

apply as well.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
As in Achieving Global Growth, a word of caution is in order: While we feel we have successfully extracted useful 

commonalities for establishing global initiatives, every association has different needs from their global efforts, and the 

nature of their industries and products can shape their success. Credentialing, membership, and meetings are each 

perceived differently in different parts of the world, and lead revenue drivers in North America may not be in places like 

China. 

The recommendations below emerge from the findings discussed in this report, based on the most common 

responses from focus group participants. They also include the combined experience and expertise of ASAE, the 

Global Management Series Advisory Group, and MCI Group. These recommendations ought to be considered in 

tandem with those listed in Achieving Global Growth. The suggestions below are meant to dive deeper into those 

earlier conclusions, offering concrete strategic steps for association leaders to take as they consider entering and look 

to establish footholds in new markets. 

1. Establish a research-driven plan that persuades stakeholders to invest.

❚❚ Each association needs to make a decision about what it hopes to accomplish in a new country. It may be strictly 

financial—identifying a market that may be interested in purchasing a standard, attending a tradeshow, or pursuing 

education. Or it may be more altruistic—promoting the value of a particular industry, or a standard within the 

industry, to an emerging market. Regardless, each association is best served by identifying a particular strategy 

and sticking with it in the early stages, lest mission creep blur its goals.

❚❚ The foundation of that strategy is research: market intelligence, combined with insight from members and 

customers who currently engage with your association, as well as those who are as yet only potential members. An 

important building block in the plan is getting a grasp on a market’s business practices, prevailing attitudes toward 

your association’s industry, and the roles of associations in that market. While off-the-shelf research is available, 

in-person meetings in the region an association wants to explore is important as well.

❚❚ As with any new strategy, there will be stakeholders among volunteers, members, or staff who will express 

skepticism about global efforts. A common concern is that funds used to expand globally put North American 

members at a disadvantage, not only moving their dues outside of the home country but generating more 

competition besides. Champions of the strategy ought to be identified early to speak in defense of the strategy, 

and research the association has done can help quantify the value of the global effort.

❚❚ Communications with stakeholders—particularly skeptics—should emphasize both the long-term nature of global 

efforts, and promote “wins” whenever possible. These successes can be communicated through membership 

gains, revenue growth, and other quantitative measures, but “softer” metrics can be effective as well—promotion of 

the industry, for instance.
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2. Educate yourself on culture and adapt accordingly.

❚❚ Understand the perception of the association model in each potential market. Different countries have different 

approaches to broad ideas like membership, volunteering, and meetings. Understanding those differences is a 

critical part of first efforts globally.

❚❚ Activate this understanding. The value proposition in any market ought to be locally relevant to it. Changes that 

may need to be made to communication about products and services. For example, word of mouth may matter 

more than advertising, and common social media tools in North America may not be as popular—indeed, may 

be outlawed—in some countries. There may be different perceptions of the value of advertising, print vs. web, 

translation, and other delivery methods.

❚❚ Recognize the level of in-person interaction that may be required. Associations uniformly expect to expend 

substantial time and money on travel to meet with stakeholders in new markets. That is essential not just to 

develop a cultural understanding, but also to demonstrate the level of interest an association has in a market. 

Many countries expect multiple meetings with top association leaders and have formalized expectations of how the 

relationship is conducted, from dinners to contract-signing events.

❚❚ Don’t expect to learn it all beforehand. There are plenty of resources to develop a cultural understanding of a 

particular country, but they may not speak to how people in an association’s particular industry prefer to work with 

your association. Be attuned to these differences as you experience them, and be prepared to adjust strategy 

implementation based on it. 

3. Invest mindfully, but make a strong commitment.

❚❚ Any global effort will make demands on an association’s time, staff, and budget resources, especially early on. 

Shortcuts are in short supply, particularly since the goal in an effort’s early stages is to acquire understanding of a 

region where market behaviors may be subtle. Expect travel and research costs to be high in the early phases, and 

prepare stakeholders for those expenses by clarifying the long-term value of the effort.

❚❚ Pursue partnerships in new markets with a clear sense of how the relationships will serve the association’s goals 

there. Will they provide market support? Access to new audiences? Local business capacity? To that end, conduct 

thorough vetting of potential partners, and establish clear definitions of what roles and activities a partner will focus 

on, and ratify those definitions in contracts that establish key performance indicators and guidelines for ending the 

relationship. Recognize too that political changes may shift what a partner in government can provide. 

❚❚ Recognize that partnerships are a two-way street, and that partners look to your association for particular benefits 

as well: training, access to a standard, networking opportunities. Ensure that your agreements are delivering value 

to local partners, and that you have the resources to follow through on expectations. Failure to do so can do 

harm to an association’s reputation in a country or region, and repairing the damage can be a drain on time and 

resources.

4. Protect your brand 

❚❚ Understand intellectual property and copyright, and how these concepts are understood in the markets you enter. 

Different countries have different regulations and prevailing attitudes about them. The concept of plagiarism may 

not mean the same thing in some countries as it does elsewhere. Particularly in cases of books, educational mate-

rials, and standards, associations will need to be vigilant about protecting the value and content of its offerings.

❚❚ Don’t underestimate the value of in-person meetings. Your association leaders are the embodiment of your 

brand in new markets, and goodwill matters when it comes to promoting your brand overseas—it can make the 

difference between being perceived as an aggressive American interloper and an organization that is willing to build 

a symbiotic relationship.
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PART 2

Special Focus on China 

By Mark Athitakis and Maria Tong
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Introduction
China is a tantalizing destination for many associations with global ambitions. According to Achieving Global Growth, 

57 percent of respondent organizations growing internationally and 47 percent of other respondent organizations 

(those who experienced declining or flat membership and product sales internationally) identified China as one of 

the top markets for expected growth in the next three years. China is the most populous country in the world with 

1.35 billion people, among the largest in terms of land area, and it possesses an economy that has exploded in recent 

years. Rapid business expansion, fostered by a central Communist Party that has embraced capitalism in narrow but 

significant ways, has created new markets for numerous industries. For many United States-based associations, not 

pursuing opportunities in China may seem outright negligent.

But which opportunities should an association pursue? How should it pursue them? How much of an investment is 

required, and what might that investment look like? 

It may be at once reassuring and discomforting to learn that even associations that have lengthy and profitable 

experiences in China often do not have clear, simple answers to those questions. China is a complex market for 

associations due to a number of factors: a distinctive attitude toward membership and volunteering, a historically lax 

approach to intellectual property protections, and the daunting power of the central party when it comes to working 

freely there. But while these challenges are unmistakable, they are not insurmountable.

This report, part of the ASAE Foundation’s ongoing collaboration with MCI Group to inform associations about 

effective global practices, is intended to shed light on how associations have launched and sustained their operations 

in China. It is based on extensive interviews with 40 association leaders, each representing a unique association, 

who candidly shared their experiences in the country, positive and negative, profitable and not. And though each 

association must take a particular approach that best fits its industry, members, and potential customers, there were 

many shared experiences—enough to generate common threads that emerged in the findings and recommendations 

discussed here.

Throughout this report, you will also find brief “Advisor Insights.” These sections connect the findings of the focus 

groups with the expert advice MCI Group has developed through the company’s years of working in China. The 

“Advisor Insights” offer additional suggestions and insider knowledge to help set expectations for establishing 

operations and navigating different requirements in China. 

If the recommendations herein were to be distilled into one word, it might be guanxi. Roughly translated, it means 

“relationships,” but the word suggests relationships on a much deeper and significant order than North American 

businesses are used to. Such relationships can unlock fruitful efforts in China, as many of this study’s participants 

explained. Indeed, it’s nearly axiomatic that efforts without them are doomed to failure.

We hope that you find the insights and experiences shared in this report to be useful as you plan your own work 

in China. This research is ongoing, and we welcome your feedback for future ASAE Foundation and MCI Group 

research. 
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Methodology
This study is based on individual phone interviews conducted with 40 association leaders between January and 

March 2015. Participants were CEO/executive directors of their associations or heads of international departments. All 

identified themselves as active in China in previous ASAE Foundation surveys. 

Phone interviews ranged from a half hour to one hour and covered a consistent range of questions. Participants were 

informed of previous research in Achieving Global Growth, the first report in the Association Global Management 

Series, and invited to ask questions before the interview. They were then queried on the following subjects:

1. Deciding to enter China: motivating factors, research, goals, stakeholders;

2. Setting up shop: partnerships; cultural differences; business, legal, and regulatory considerations;

3. Business operations: brand visibility, revenue sources, overall benefits;

4. Achieving and sustaining success: success metrics, future commitment, short-term outlook;

5. Lessons for success: recommended building blocks, main impediments.

Though interviews adhered to the overall format, additional probing into the particulars of an association’s experience 

were common; each association has a unique industry, of course, which often meant the participant’s association 

took a unique approach to establishing itself in China. Consider the findings and recommendations here to reflect 

experiences and choices that were most common among associations in China, but not necessarily common across 

all markets.
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Research Findings

Establishing a Foundation through Relationships and Research 

Though operations in China can be complex, the experience that motivates an association to launch them can be 

quite simple. Respondents often pointed to one person—a board member, an in-country contact or member, an 

official from a U.S. or Chinese government agency—who first broached the idea of launching a program or introducing 

a product there. This contact typically has a sense of the potential of the market—universities that support research 

in the field, a government ministry monitoring a particular trend, member companies doing work there—that prompts 

further interest. The contact may hope to expand the reach of the organization’s mission or may wish to open the 

market to current members. “Our members really want to make connections [in China] and to tap into the business 

opportunities,” says the international head of one of the United States’ largest membership organizations. 

This isn’t universally the case: Some associations have acquired members organically in China before pursuing 

activities there more strategically. Others took a more methodical approach and launched in China only after thorough 

research and preparation. Regardless of the motivating factors, it’s that initial introduction between representatives 

from each country, however limited, that often prompts further movement. The head of one medical society, for 

instance, explained that a board member had been classmates with the head of the analogous society in China, who 

proposed working together to train specialists in China. “We would have gone nowhere on our own,” he says. 

Through a third-party consultant group that was assisting the association with its global strategy, the association 

leadership learned that structured education, particularly in the industry they represented, was not always consistent. 

The executive related, “If you trained… in hospital A and [then go to] hospital B… down the street… you may get 

a different educational experience.” Through the consultant group, which has contacts in the government, and the 

board member’s acquaintance, the association has been able to organize smaller educational opportunities and has 

scheduled a global event in China for 2016. 

Education is possibly the most common entry point for North American associations in China. In many cases, the 

association hears from contacts or learns through research that professionals there want to learn about standards in 

manufacturing, medicine, or other disciplines, or may see the value in acquiring a credential. Associations have had 

success with identifying Chinese customers for products such as licenses and standards, or identifying clients for their 

North American members as well. An accounting association entered the country as a way of helping to broaden the 

reach of its members. “It was our non-Chinese members that were saying, ‘We need to have peers in China that we 

can interact with,’ ” he says. “That was really the driving force for us.”

However the initial point of contact takes place, an effort in China will be ineffective without significant research and 

planning to determine the next steps. As noted in the first section of this report, a key step in entering a global market 

is to “establish a research-driven plan that encourages stakeholders to invest.” Associations’ initial research in China 
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was often more qualitative than quantitative, with a focus on meeting stakeholders in the country to understand their 

needs. Participants explained that this approach has been largely motivated by the fact that off-the-shelf quantitative 

data on the scope of a particular industry in China often isn’t readily available. One leadership association assembled 

three study missions to China before formalizing a strategy, and the general consensus among participants is that 

travel there is an essential part of gauging the interest in an association’s products. “If you want real information, you 

almost have to have people on the ground in China,” says the global chief of one electronics association. 

Such early trips may seem fruitless or unfocused at first, but in terms of guanxi they can be valuable over time. A trade 

association executive explained his heavy travel schedule to China early on in terms of identifying the scope of work: 

“I personally made two or three visits to the country, particularly Beijing, Shanghai, and the Shenzhen area, and had 

conversations with government officials, our member companies, and potential partners to determine what our focus 

should be and how to narrow down the scope of services we would be going after when selecting a consultant to help 

us go into the region.”

Board commitment to an international market is crucial to success, and most participants credited previous inter-

national experience along with a supportive board for spearheading their efforts. As the first section of this report 

explains, a board that is cognizant of the investment demands in a new market is essential for global initiatives. 

Enthusiasm alone isn’t a recipe for success, however. Some associations entered China because a board member or 

group of members have said “we ought to be there,” then pursued efforts that didn’t work. “Our board was our market 

research,” says one respondent from a technical society that recently abandoned work in the country. The association 

attempted to build connections primarily via email. “We’re a small association,” the executive said. “We can’t keep 

flying down there.” As this organization did not pursue partnerships but attempted to emphasize a membership model 

and limited its presence in the country to tradeshows—common “go it alone” mistakes when it comes to China—the 

limited amount of information it obtained ultimately proved insufficient for establishing sustainable operations in China.

Advisor Insights

Although associations often enter into China haphazardly in reaction to demand from local volunteers or 

members, associations must have a robust process and metrics to properly assess the business opportunity. 

Additionally, having proper independent, on-the-ground insight and experience in evaluating business opportunity 

will help improve the accuracy of the analysis while reducing any local bias due to relying too heavily on volunteer 

member input. In some cases, headquarters staff will need to plan on visits with volunteer leaders, but it is 

important to appreciate the amount of time required to adequately collect and interpret data as well as organize 

various meetings, which often require many contacts to reach objectives. 

In building relationships with Chinese parties, especially when a potential partner shows interest in cooperation, 

it is very important to commit to ongoing relationship building and partnership development. This is a long-term 

process with various decision gates that can test the progress of a relationship and an important local cultural 

distinction to appreciate in the Chinese culture. You will need to commit time and resources. This is not an 

insignificant step. For instance, you will likely be required to

❚■ Invite your Chinese counterparts to visit your U.S. office or your annual meeting;

❚■ Offer demonstrations of your seriousness and sincerity;

❚■ Commit your senior management (and possibly top volunteer leaders) to several visits to your counterpart’s 

China office. 

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

You should expect that any Chinese government leader you meet will usually change posts every three to 

five years. Hence it is important for associations to act proactively and with urgency to connect with them or 

risk having to restart relationship development with the new leaders. It is important also to build relationships 

with other key staff representatives in the same office to balance your relationship investment. Finding a local 

volunteer leader or an opinion leader who has the proper motivation and aligned understanding of the opportunity 

you seek can help to move relationship-building forward and contribute to identifying concrete partnerships. But 

do not rely on them to drive the process.

The Importance of Committed Investment

Associations in China typically come away from their preliminary investigative visits with two lessons learned. First, as 

noted above, the initial investment in the country will need to be substantial: Early efforts in China are largely about 

relationship-building, and relationship-building demands travel and in-person meetings. The second lesson is that 

financial goals in China will have to be tempered in the short-term, with limited and sometimes no expectation of 

profitability. The first section of this report advised associations to “invest mindfully, but make a strong commitment,” a 

recommendation that’s particularly important in China. Potential partners there want to see a demonstrated interest in 

long-term engagement, which can be expensive in the early stages.

The experiences of the interviewed executives indicate that an association might be able to sell education experiences, 

standards, and credentials in service of that mission, but often with no more than a break-even expectation. And 

membership (with some exceptions) is generally considered a non-starter. 

However, establishing a goal to sell credentials and standards can be fruitful: Chinese manufacturers who wish to 

expand their reach and need to adhere to a standard to do so will eagerly sign up for training, and those wishing 

to be prime movers in an industry within Chinese borders will do the same. If there is a similar eagerness among 

government ministries for a particular industry, that can strengthen an association’s presence as well. “Our strategy at 

first was to have discussions with government entities about U.S. standards,” says the global head of a manufacturing 

society. “Now we’re having discussions with government-owned corporations, government regulatory bodies, and 

private corporations about specific standards.” The implication is that a good relationship with government can often 

pave the way to business with other entities.

Some associations with strong confidence in the market’s hunger for certification can set a profitability goal for their 

efforts. One standards association built a network of licensees to train on standards in an industry where employers 

covered participants’ costs. The association exceeded its profit target in its first year. Such experiences are rare, 

however; most respondents described their efforts in China as break-even or strictly as an investment. And it 

can typically take at least three years before an association sees substantial revenue from their efforts. Numerous 

participants have mentioned needing to adjust their financial targets in response to the reality on the ground: “The 

[anticipated three-year] ‘investment period’ ended up lasting probably closer to four years,” says an executive at one 

professional society. “Now we are more into the ‘break-even’ side in year five, going into year six. So are we are where 

we thought we would be, just we are about a year off.” 

Because the focus is taken off financial return, the ambitions of many associations in China concentrate on promoting 

the value of the standard or the profession or, in the cases of some technologies or medical disciplines, introducing 

the profession to the country. Respondents were typically comfortable with that slow path to growth—indeed, most 

described their work in China as successful regardless of revenue—because of other benefits that redound to the 
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association as a whole, such as promoting the mission globally or expanding the market for U.S. members. “It was 

really seen as a low-risk way to do advocacy,” says the global head of the manufacturing society. One association 

CEO said he initially overreached in China, attempting to run a large tradeshow and staffing an office. Now the plan is 

much more restrained: a training program that he hopes will break even in five years.

Advisor Insights

Although there is occasionally an exception to the rule, China is not a market that will realize quick profitability. 

Those associations who have grown their business significantly or are quick off the mark in China likely benefit 

from specific market factors, such as

❚■ Widespread industry adoption of its standards, codes, or generally accepted practices outside China;

❚■ Industry adopters resident in China (multinational and or domestic Chinese companies or institutions);

❚■ Local early adopter brand awareness and proven recognition of the business or professional performance 

benefits from the product portfolio;

❚■ Proper outreach relations established and codified formally with appropriate Chinese government agencies.

It is important to underline the importance of the “long game” in China. Most U.S. companies report that their 

road to profitability took on average five to eight years and required properly funded investment to achieve 

various critical growth requirements, including

❚■ Market access through ongoing government outreach;

❚■ Locally relevant marketing and communication and social media to build brand awareness and educate the 

customer base;

❚■ Appropriate on-the-ground support to ensure locally relevant delivery and service as well as financial and tax 

management of its business;

❚■ Partners who can add core competencies that complement the association’s own.

In a recent survey of U.S. companies by the American Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai, over two-thirds of 

respondents had established a presence in China for 10 years or more. A strong majority of U.S. companies 

reported profitable operations (74 percent), revenue growth over the previous year (67 percent) and positive 

cash flow (75 percent), and represented industry sectors from healthcare, energy, automotive, information and 

communication technologies, chemicals, and electronics.

Many U.S. associations will often expect membership in China to serve as a measure of success, as it has done 

successfully in the domestic market. However, this is often the wrong market entry strategy in China or for that 

matter other emerging market countries. The chief reasons are that membership benefits frequently lack sufficient 

“local value” in markets outside the United States. In China, joining membership organizations is not a preference 

unless significant local utility can be documented and barriers are low or do not exist. Instead, it is suggested 

that associations start by selling products to capture Chinese interest. Whether it is a conference, trainings, or 

publications, you can sometimes bundle these product sales with membership as the container. This is especially 

popular for enterprise sales, assuming you can customize the offer to match local business needs.
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Finding the Right Partners

Who makes a good potential partner for an association in China? Participants cited six distinct groups:

1. U.S. government agencies such as the Department of Commerce, which can provide seed funding for associa-

tions looking to establish an initial presence and facilitate meetings.

2. North American companies operating in China, particularly those with which the association already has a 

relationship, which may be willing to sponsor education efforts.

3. Chinese companies, which can serve as a liaison to government and promote association activities.

4. Sister societies, which can deliver education, host North American presenters, and co-sponsor conferences.

5. Universities, which can provide educators, participants in education, hosts for events, and potential members.

6. Third-party association consulting firms that can facilitate the above arrangements, particularly establishing and 

handling the logistics for events and tradeshows.

The first contacts that an association makes in China are the start of the story but rarely the end of it. Associations that 

are successful in China often learn to take a close look at the landscape of organizations and leaders in their industry, 

take time to thoroughly vet their capabilities as partners, and diligently establish contractual rules about what roles and 

responsibilities they will play. Often the initial partnerships do not prove to be the best ones. Missteps in establishing 

roles for partnerships are common, partnerships are often abandoned, and relationship-building work is constant.

Partners can be key to making inroads, though. One association in the building industry had a board member who 

was also a professor at a Chinese university, and thus was able to help launch a training program. One dental society 

was contacted directly by a university, which was then able to “facilitate communication and help us reach out to 

others initially.”

Most respondents say that they will need to interact with a government representative at some point, frequently 

because the partner organizations may need government approval for more ambitious training initiatives. “So often 

things will not move forward unless they have approval from the Ministry of Health or some sort of regulatory body,” 

says the head of a nursing association. Because the government has the power to dismiss the presence of an 

industry, it can often be in an association’s best interests to establish those ties. “We realized relatively quickly that 

securing a government partner was the best option for us because it gives you credibility,” says the head of one 

accounting association. “It also gives you, frankly, protection.”

Relationship-building in China can be time-consuming and must be done through a process of trial and error. A series 

of meetings may culminate in nothing more than a “memorandum of understanding” (MOU) that may proclaim mutual 

esteem for one another and express an interest in forming a lasting partnership, but contain little that’s contractually 

binding. An MOU may be useful for an association that wishes to formally aver its sincerity about working in China and 

can provide a baseline for further conversation. But it does not in itself establish a partnership.

An effective partnership, participants suggest, is one that can be ratified in a contractual agreement that clearly elabo-

rates what role each partner is going to play. “We try to avoid MOUs,” says the head of a manufacturing association. 

“We try to have actual contracts. MOUs open you up for a huge amount of misunderstanding. They typically [cover] 

generalities, and when the parties leave the table, there’s not a clear expectation of who’s going to do what.”

A contract, once established, ought to be backed up with regular communication on the details of the agreement—

which partner will provide what resources, what money will be collected, and who receives what percentage of 

it. Many respondents describe situations where there was confusion over the meaning of a particular clause in a 

contract; further discussions were necessary to clarify points.

An effective 

partnership, 

participants suggest, 

is one that can be 

ratified in a contractual 

agreement that clearly 
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Advisor Insights

Survey data from associations operating in China collected by ASAE Foundation to support this study revealed a 

consensus understanding that working with partners is important, but many association leaders are dissatisfied 

with the results they are getting from the partnerships they have. We find the most frequent problems with 

partners include

❚■ Using the right partner for the wrong reasons;

❚■ Asking partners to take on more than they can competently perform;

❚■ Inadequate partner evaluation for choosing the right partner from the start;

❚■ Failing to consider what business capacity will be required to grow and sustain your business;

❚■ Lack of clear roles, responsibilities, KPI’s, communication or project management practices.

Often these issues are due to a lack of consideration for how the business will be developed and what expertise 

and experience is required to bring it online. Another key lesson from the survey results indicates the vast 

majority of associations with operations in China have not designed and implemented a marketing and social 

media campaign to build awareness and demand for product sales. Clearly, many of the partner types mentioned 

most often by associations are not likely to provide the expertise, experience, or scalable capacity to launch 

and sustain effective promotion campaigns. Keeping in mind the size of this market and the need to localize the 

message as well as the use of totally different social media tools, one can appreciate why so many associations 

are still waiting to reach profitability.

In China, training and conference registration fees are usually offered at a lower price than in the United States, 

and therefore the need for industry sponsors is especially important for developing a sustainable conference 

business model. Early on it is advisable that an association explore the potential of sponsor support inside and 

outside China.

Organizing meetings and events in China is quite different from organizing meetings in the Unites States and 

requires experience that many American associations may not possess. It would be wrong to consider a U.S. 

meeting format and approach for a typical Chinese meeting. For instance, associations will need to use local 

marketing tools for promotion or work to customize the content and meeting style to better fit Chinese customs. 

In-country sponsorship sales, customer service, and registration management are further examples where 

professional partners should be sourced locally. Do not reduce your ability to reach new audiences, improve the 

effectiveness of your customer experience, or deliver more efficient and cost-effective management practices by 

failing to engage local resources.

The right partners can help you comply with local laws and avoid costly mistakes. As an example, issuing tax 

receipts is a requirement and expected from Chinese when they purchase from you. This requires a commercial 

business license and the appropriate personnel. Also, avoid the temptation of passing currency across borders 

outside of proper channels. It isn’t an unknown occurrence in China or the United States for travelers to have 

unreported cash seized if it is in excess of what is allowed. 

Keep in mind that an endorsement from the government can usually help an association get business from the 

industry targeted, but the government itself will not directly bring business to an association. Some government 

departments have funds to support the growth of a select industries of interest to the government, which are 

allocated by a government agency. Identify which government agency offers such funds for your industry and 

explore their interest in cooperation.

Remember, signing an MOU is simply an indicator of interest for partnership in China. It is not time to pop the 

champagne, but just a step. An MOU is usually very general and sometimes vaguely outlined. There will be a 

subsequent agreement signed to outline financial deals once partnering on a concrete project. Associations 

should try to move onto a more concrete agreement within one to two years of an MOU.
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Communicating through Cultural Differences

Language is often cited as a barrier for American associations in China. But language is not necessarily the highest 

hurdle an association must clear. There are substantial divides when it comes to the pace of doing business, the 

attitude with which business is done, and how commitments are defined.

In this report’s first section, we advised associations to “educate yourself on culture and adapt accordingly.” That 

adaptation can be much more complex in China. Many participants quickly discovered that the North American 

business demeanor—hard-charging and focused on fast decisions—simply will not work. “You have to meet with 

people,” says the global head of a leadership association. “You have to go through all of the ways the Chinese do 

business, which is a lot of dinners and a lot of exploration.” This can be frustrating for American leaders who may 

find themselves well-treated and well-fed after multiple meetings but with little but expense reports to show for it. But 

compared to other methods of communication, such an approach may be faster. “It takes at least twice if not three 

times the effort to get consensus or get agreement around certain things if you’re trying to do it virtually or by phone, 

or email,” says the head of an electronics association. “Face to face is always going to be more expedient.”

Some participants interpret running this gauntlet as a method for Chinese partners to gain evidence that North 

American visitors are serious about building long-term relationships there. Backing up that notion is the general 

preference for Chinese stakeholders to meet with an American association’s top leadership—a CEO or board chair—

instead of a global chief or local liaison. Even with all the top leaders in the room, though, many say they’ve had 

difficulty getting clarity about what Chinese partners want out of a relationship or what they can provide, especially 

early on.

To that end, many associations doing work in China build redundancies in their communications, getting as much 

detail as possible from translated conversations and taking care with the phrasing and amount of communication. 

“One hundred percent of the time [you should] have an interpreter glued to your side…and [make sure] that they’re not 

filtering for you,” says one technical association head. “You want to know exactly what’s being said.”

Similarly, says the global chief for a manufacturing association, “you need to repeat the same idea in two or three 

different ways and get the other person to repeat it back to you in some way.” Another global chief says the board 

chair is always closely briefed on the kind of language used in meetings there. “We make sure the script is pretty tight 

so that we don’t convey hidden meanings…. You have to really carefully craft your message and make sure it’s always 

on target.”

While the rituals of communication and exchange are necessary for doing business in China, association executives 

are wise to be mindful in their choices. There are complexities to this guanxi-style relationship building, as a trade 

association executive says: “There’s a lot of expected gift-giving. While we would certainly give gifts, you have to very 

carefully make sure you’re just giving a gift and not giving a gift that has more meaning behind it.”

Several participants also noted experiencing pressure to streamline training and education—a risky move when it 

comes to establishing a globally recognized standard. One executive said, “If it’s a course and if it’s four days and they 

tell you, ‘Well, we only want to make it one day,’ well, stick to your guns on it. When people study at a university in 

the United States, when the Chinese send their folks over, they want the U.S. standard. I wouldn’t modify things too 

much.”

There are particularities of Chinese culture that stand in the way not only of association membership but of promoting 

the association at all. Direct asks for participation are typically frowned upon. Said one association executive, “What 

we typically hear from them is, ‘Oh no, I couldn’t ask them to join, then I would be beholden to them if they joined, 

“You have to go 

through all of the 

ways the Chinese do 
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lot of dinners and a lot 

of exploration.”
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and I would owe them something.’” Word-of-mouth marketing may be more of a challenge in light of that concern, but 

most participants stated that familiar marketing tools such as advertising, print, and online promotions are as familiar 

and effective there as they are elsewhere around the globe. 

Social media is trickier: Prominent websites such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram are banned in China 

under its internet censorship policies. But Chinese analogues exist with similar functionality and popularity, and 

generally associations have had to adapt to the tools but not invent different messaging strategies: “You’re always 

careful of what you publish anywhere because it is China and the government is always watching, but essentially it 

works no different from what we do in the U.S., just different platforms,” says the head of one professional society.

Advisor Insights

It is not unusual for a meeting with Chinese government officials to go nowhere. This is part of the process and 

further demonstrates the importance of developing an outreach strategy and methodically implementing it. Do 

not expect too much of a single relationship; instead, try to develop relationships with others who might become 

partners while maintaining the initial partnership.

Hiring appropriate interpreters is an important step in ensuring results from these meetings. You will need 

assistance from those who understand the culture differences, know the Chinese industry well, and are able to 

interpret hidden meanings in such meetings. This is why the management of the engagement is so important in 

China and requires a different, more methodical approach. 

Be sure to collect personal contact information such as mobile phone numbers from any person important 

enough to add to a database (e.g., when signing up a membership). This method is superior to email, which can 

be rarely used. 

Social media is very popular in China, but not all industries are appropriate for designing social media campaigns. 

Associations should analyze what your Chinese target audience communication preferences are and use the right 

communication tools. Chinese social media channel popularity can be quite challenging with new apps suddenly 

becoming huge in a short time. An example is WeChat, which is the number one social media platform and a 

ubiquitous communication tool.

China in some ways is no different than the United States—it is always best to identify, design, and implement 

locally relevant marketing and communication channels.

Legal Concerns

A regular presence in China does not necessitate a physical presence in the country such as an office, but 

some respondents represent associations that have established offices there. Most associations will establish a 

“Representative Office” staffed with a lead representative and/or local liaisons—people who are skilled at communi-

cating with both North American headquarters and Chinese partners or members. However, this model has significant 

commercial limitations. Because nonprofit organizations are not officially recognized by the Chinese government, 

associations need to establish a wholly foreign-owned entity (WFOE) in order to conduct commercial business in 

mainland China without a Chinese investor. 

WFOEs ought to be undertaken with a lawyer or third party with strong knowledge of the Chinese legal landscape. 

Given the cost and commitment of establishing a WFOE, such a structure may only be beneficial to associations 

planning to do extensive business in China. When setting up the office, the association also needs to be mindful of 
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the laws that involve hiring and firing staffers and sending revenue outside of the country, which can be restrictive and 

convoluted. One accounting organization sidestepped this complexity by establishing its office in Hong Kong instead: 

“There would have been a much more rigorous inspection and application process and things like that in China,” 

he says. “We just believed that we could operate effectively out of Hong Kong as a small association with limited 

resources.”

The upside of a WFOE is constant contact. A local office allows the association to create more local engagement 

opportunities and be more responsive to local membership. That is the approach one large membership society took 

to better handle events. “We needed to establish our wholly-owned subsidiary in the China market so that we can 

organize the events and seminars by ourselves [and] reach the maximum of our capabilities on the ground,” says the 

China contact for the organization. Another technology association with a sizable China office of 40 people largely 

focused on government contacts and research. “We have a number of people on the ground verifying information,” he 

says. “We also have a market data group here at headquarters who, with respect to China, triangulate the information 

and verifies it with other sources.” When it comes to staffing, one organization head recommends finding local 

staff members who are savvy to the cultural differences between Chinese and American businesspeople; they are 

effectively the bridge between those cultural differences.

“Protect your brand,” we advised in the first part of this report, noting that the strength of an association outside of 

North America is in its reputation and quality of products. That lesson is even more pronounced in China. The most 

common legal issue that associations face in China is the replication and distribution of intellectual property (IP). Most 

participants volunteered concerns about IP protection without prompting, voicing an awareness and a grudging 

acceptance of the different understanding of intellectual property rights in China, which frequently leads to the 

unauthorized use of printed materials. “We go in with the assumption that everything we’re going to bring is going to 

get copied,” says the head of one medical society. 

This atmosphere presents a challenge for associations interested in selling publications, standards, and test-prepa-

ration materials. And it has forced organizations that award certifications to deliver exams online and regularly change 

their content to protect IP. One membership society works with partners to identify violations, moving fast to educate 

offenders, and, if need be, pursue legal action. “Where we’ve had individuals who are significant violators, we have 

effectively closed that violation down,” says the CEO. “The individual has suffered legal consequences. It’s a huge 

liability, or issue, for us. As much as you work to close a website, within days another website will open. It’s just a 

routine effort to really limit the ability for those who violate IP to prosper and set up shop.”

There is evidence, however, that the Chinese government is taking a more hands-on role in policing IP issues, particu-

larly as more Western organizations sensitive to copyright register concerns. “They really are cracking down,” says 

one global chief at a leadership society. “They’re looking at this issue as a barrier to them being able to do business 

internationally.” For now, leaders say that they take care with which materials they bring into the country and limit their 

revenue expectations from them.

Advisor Insights

Foreign associations cannot register officially as a nongovernmental organization in China; they must exist in 

various types of legal status. Usually there are three options once a foreign association enters the Chinese 

market: setting up a Representative Office (RO), establishing a wholly foreign-owned entity (WFOE), or partnering 

with a foreign company’s office in China or a Chinese company. 

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Setting up an RO requires that the parent company of the RO has been in operation for at least two years. An 

RO is not able to conduct commercial business and financial transactions. RO’s exist solely for relationship 

building and communication purposes and cannot be involved in signing contracts, collecting payments, or 

paying overheads incurred by the RO, including local business tax. A parent company has to take on all of these 

activities.

A WFOE can provide full flexibility for running business locally. Using a WFOE, an association can collect 

payment, issue invoice, sign contracts, and convert RMB into foreign currency for profit repatriation. However, a 

WFOE does not entitle associations to do all kinds of business; for example, trainings tied to a credential must 

be carried out by a local government qualified company. In addition, a WFOE is required to achieve profit in 

five years or there will be a forced closure. Furthermore, an association has to handle an array of administrative 

hassles required for WFOE status. 

Partnering with a local company helps reduce administrative hassles and start the business more quickly. 

Associations can take advantage of the local company’s competency and familiarity with the market to achieve its 

goal but it also has a risk of relying on the partner’s performance. When associations decide to enter China, it is 

critical to conduct research or consult with third party organizations on the ground to fully understand the market 

situation and then make prudent decisions.

It is strongly suggested that the right partners can help reduce piracy through IP protection measures designed 

as part of their services. For instance, working with officially authorized Chinese publishing companies can help 

associations address protection for published intellectual property.

What Sells?

Though none of the participants described their experiences in China as robust financial moneymakers, most 

described their efforts as successful—and those who say they weren’t successful expressed confidence that they 

could improve upon their early growth.

What’s prompting that good feeling? There is evidence that what an association has to offer connects with a Chinese 

audience, even if it does not create a Chinese membership base. Among the most successful revenue streams are 

sales of industry standards and procedures, certification and educational materials, and conferences and seminars. 

Early education efforts are often small-scale and designed to “train the trainers” in order to limit the amount of travel 

by North American education leaders. One association handled translation of its credentialing exam, but “we needed 

trainers that were fluent in Chinese, and given the distance it’s not possible for us to send trainers every time a group 

wants to run a training program because our training programs can be run with groups as small as 20 people.”

Translation efforts, for those associations that do it, can be expensive and are generally restricted to core offerings 

such as basic educational information, standards, and marketing materials. Because standards are so critical to the 

integrity of standards-setting organizations, associations that make translation efforts prioritize those to get ahead of 

unauthorized and potentially inaccurate versions. “We had subject matter experts already [in China] that could ensure 

that the translations were accurate,” says the international head of a building-standards association which certifies 

licensees to translate its procedures manuals and other core materials. 

Those entering China with a certification need to factor in China’s attitude toward the connection between 

membership and certification. Whereas in the United States certification is considered an ongoing process, with 

continuing education units (CEUs) picked up over time as the industry acquires more knowledge, in China a certi-

fication is perceived much like a university degree—a one-time certificate that does not need updating. Efforts to 
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change that attitude are ongoing: “I think it’s going to take a while to [explain] certification and why it is important,” 

says one medical organization CEO. “There’s a challenge of retaining people in the certification stream and the 

membership stream in China especially,” says the head of one professional society, who says he’s seen more 

membership churn there than in other countries for this reason.

That speaks to the need for metrics beyond revenue and membership as organizations build on their initial success. 

Organizations use a variety of metrics to calculate their impact in China: certification renewal and retention; number 

of contractual partnerships; number of attendees at educational sessions and meetings; web traffic and magazine 

readership.

These metrics may indicate slow growth as well. But participants have seen them track upward—and to the extent 

that they’ve persuaded their boards to understand the need for multiyear time horizons, participants found a patient 

approach can reap dividends. Indeed, when asked to offer lessons learned, many participants emphasized the need 

to take time to properly identify the goals, partners, and products. “You can’t take enough time to identify the right 

partners,” one professional society head says. “If you have the right partners, they’re going to help you learn at a much 

quicker pace, and they’re going to lead the way to acceptance in that local market.”

That done, many associations have learned that instead of entering a country determined to educate, they must enter 

China prepared to be educated themselves. “You have to be open to learning what’s going on in China [so you] can 

inform your members elsewhere,” says the global chief of a large professional society. “I think there was more of an 

attitude that we can teach the world [at first]. Now we realize, we can share with the world and also learn from them, 

and we have been much more successful.”

Advisor Insights

Despite China’s rapid economic growth in the past 30 years, forecasts show slower growth. China cannot sustain 

its earlier growth rates unless and until it makes the leap from its popular role as the world’s “low cost factory” 

to becoming an “innovation-based economy” similar to Western countries today. It is understood that what got 

China to where it is today will not take them forward. This fact may offer significant opportunities for American 

associations with products built from “generally accepted” standards, codes, or practices that are proven among 

advanced economies.

China is in the process of transforming its industrial competitive advantage. Traditional “low cost” industries will 

be moved to other developing countries as wages in China increase. New, more competitive innovation-based 

industries will be difficult to establish in the next few years as such industries must develop key technologies to 

be competitive with traditional industries in China. China will need to support these promising industries as they 

will play a strategic role in the global market. And China must introduce new skills and high technologies to ensure 

a 21st century workforce.

The Center for China and Globalization recently offered a prescription for China to make the next great leap in 

development. Some of the recommendations, listed below, are extremely relevant to associations looking to 

operate in China:

1. Develop Chinese human capital along international standards.

2. Improve the network of overseas Chinese talents.

3. Conduct joint education programs with foreign countries and initiate international programs that provide 

on-the-job training of government civil servants.

continued on next page
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continued from previoust page

For those considering China as a market for education products, it is important to understand that educational 

resources in China are not balanced. In big cities, Chinese professionals have a mature and rich array of 

professional development opportunities. In tier 2 or tier 3 cities, professionals lack access to supply for training 

and their training needs will be significantly different from tier 1 city professionals in terms of practice level, access 

to technology, functional needs. Localization of content (normally translation, local context, format preferences) 

will be important to get right from your assessment of local customer needs. When designing localized training 

programs, associations should be clear about what level of the audience they target as priority, and design the 

course accordingly. Keep in mind that you may be required to develop basic content as a bridge to reach a 

training or education product you hope to sell in China so that targeted professionals are better able to have the 

foundational skills required to take and pass more challenging content.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The following recommendations were derived from the interview discussions, based on the experiences of partici-

pants. They also draw from the combined experience and expertise of ASAE, the Global Management Series Advisory 

Group, and MCI Group. These recommendations ought to be considered in tandem with those listed in Achieving 

Global Growth and Global Growth Strategies, but the suggestions below provide specific insight into the Chinese 

market and what associations must consider when planning to enter that market. 

1. Find partners with a mind to establishing clear contractual relationships. 

Previous research reports in the Association Global Management Series have emphasized the importance of partner-

ships in establishing a presence in a new country or region. Partnerships are even more essential when it comes to 

breaking into China. Liaisons at universities, hospitals, manufacturers, or third-party consultants can connect organiza-

tions with a community that may be interested in an education program or standard. A government agency can play 

the role of facilitator as well, particularly if the government sees value in the promotion of an association’s particular 

industry there. 

Partners can help with a wide range of tasks necessary for associations working in China. Partners can provide 

training in a standard or credential. They can facilitate and organize meetings and tradeshows or perform inspections 

for standards compliance. Often, they play the role of finding other partners there.

Such partners may be a related organization in China, a third party, a person who knows the market, or a government 

agency (Chinese or American) that has connections there. Regardless, interviewees uniformly say that without that 

relationship in place, their early efforts in China would be all but impossible. These relationships connect them to the 

market, promote training and meetings, communicate the importance of a standard or credential, walk them through 

the business requirements for establishing a presence, and generally guide the association through the steps of estab-

lishing operations in China. Partnerships matter in all global efforts, but a “go it alone” attitude is an especially poor fit 

here. And while the initial documentation of a partnership often takes the form of an MOU, over time the association 

should look to formalize the relationship contractually.

2. Focus on offerings besides membership. 

Many interviewees have said they’ve gained members in China, particularly if membership is connected to access to 

a credential. But membership isn’t embraced there. (Nor is volunteering; people performing work that’s traditionally 

understood in the North American context to be volunteer activity, for instance, expect to be compensated.) Training 

and information relating to a standard or credential is popular, particularly if the standard or credential gives Chinese 

businesses the ability to expand outside the mainland. Meetings and tradeshows that connect businesses and 

customers have been successful as well.
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3. Prepare to make a substantial investment. 

Meetings with stakeholders in China—often multiple meetings, with formal “signing ceremonies” for MOUs—are 

common when it comes to relationship-building. Such meetings are usually expected to include the top leadership 

of the association. The amount of time required to research the market and identify effective partnerships can be 

substantial as well. “We’re a smallish group, but in a little over two years, we’ve spent about $100,000,” one executive 

said. “It takes some money to investigate things properly, and I would say that includes going there and visiting the 

people that you think you’d want to work with and seeing them face to face. I think that carries a lot of weight.”

This fact can create tensions among board members who might see such substantial spending as wasteful, especially 

since “wins” will likely not be immediate. Clarification of goals to board members, along with stressing the importance 

of patience, is necessary to help early efforts gain traction.

4. Establish goals without anticipating profit, especially early on. 

Most interviewees described their efforts in China as successful, but many among that group describe the financial 

impact of their effort there as break-even or at a loss. Participants weather this lack of profitability because they see 

broader benefits in terms of expanding their mission to other countries, promoting a standard, or opening a market to 

the association’s established membership base. Success metrics often involve quantifiable data apart from revenue: 

meeting attendance, purchase of standards, and participation in educational programs.

5. Recognize the different perception of intellectual property. 

Respect for copyright has been low in China for years; many interviewees related experiences of having test materials 

plagiarized and publications translated without permission. As more Western companies do business in China and 

protest this practice, the government has cracked down. But many interviewees say they do work in China expecting 

copying and have limited their exposure in response.

6. Have a presence, and understand the regulatory landscape if you establish 
a brick-and-mortar one. 

An office isn’t essential to doing business in China—often a third party or liaison can provide the necessary presence 

between meetings by North American staff. But an association must establish a WFOE to conduct commercial 

operations. China also has restrictive rules on hiring and firing of staff, taxation, and other issues that requires research 

and legal assistance before making such an investment. Those who pursue a physical presence, whether through an 

RO or WFOE, tend to have more regular activities in the country and therefore see benefits in establishing a familiar 

point of contact in country.

7. Know that the government can be mercurial. 

China often welcomes associations that support industries the government feels are important. But while the 

government can open the door, it can also close it as needs and interests change. This has not hurt any of the inter-

viewees’ experience there, but many enter mindful of the fact that they may be told to “pack up and get out.” This 

sensibility prompts some associations to build close relationships with the government, even if a formal agreement 

isn’t established.
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8. Establish success metrics besides revenue. 

Many associations that consider their Chinese efforts successful currently achieve only break-even revenue. The 

success measure for a Chinese effort is not strictly financial—it includes conference and education-event attendance, 

certifications, business arrangements brokered for American members, companies acquiring and applying standards, 

number of partnerships, sponsorships, and statements in support of the industry by the central government.

9. Consider the halo effect. 

Efforts in China aren’t strictly about leveraging Chinese members, customers, and licensing fees. An association 

entering China ought also to consider what opportunities it can provide for North American associations looking for 

connections in the country. “I call it the “halo effect,” one participant says. “Our members that do any business interna-

tionally as well as our sponsors know that we have a chapter there, know that we have a focus on it.”

Conclusion from the Advisors

Corporations have a long history as global enterprises. Of recent and growing importance is the critical need 

to find ways to “foster human connections across complex networks, create new models of engagement and 

cultures of transparency.” The 2014 IBM Global CEO survey examined the important benefits of collaboration in 

corporate growth and found one area of particular concern among CEOs focuses around closer collaboration with 

customers. Corporate CEOs expect to involve partners in new ways to collaborate to get closer to customers and 

find new ways of working.

Products sold today often come surrounded by “community-based experiences” that permit the user access to 

a product or service with the added benefit of gaining further value from interaction with others or the company. 

Consider that same approach in China when deciding how to deliver a product to market with access to the 

community in your organization. Make the “community experience” something more than vague benefits that 

have little connection to your products.

China (or for that matter any foreign market) is not an ATM machine for easy access to money. Before entering 

the market, you must ask some essential questions. Do you have aspirations that are exciting and contagious? 

What would success look like in five years? Where are tomorrow’s members and customers likely to come from? 

Where are tomorrow’s IP creators? How strong will your connection be to them if you aren’t building a presence in 

China?

Success measures come from knowing things: market potential, barriers to success, local trends, customer 

insight, cultural norms, and ways of doing business. You will need to tell a story to your board that empowers 

board members to support the journey, especially if you aren’t expecting to be profitable right away. That requires 

a real, formal business strategy. Unfortunately, that is another lessons from our China operations survey. Most are 

trying to build a business in China without one.
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The Study Series
The ASAE Foundation along with its research partner MCI Group has benefited from the feedback and insight from an 

advisory group of association executives representing various association types, industries, professions, and sizes. We 

shall also be seeking active participation of all interested associations to engage with us in ongoing dialogue and, of 

course, participation in ongoing research. 

ASAE members are encouraged to join us for these research activities. Pay attention for notifications and invitations to 

respond to future surveys and events.
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